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TBA Bulletin #40 

WeekGoneBy- June 9 – 12, 2021 

BFSI– NSDL has clamped down on Adani Group and froze 3 FPI accounts on suspicion of 

insufficient disclosure of information regarding beneficial ownership according to Prevention 

Of Money Laundering Act. 

BharatPe moves to acquires PAYBACK India in line with BharatPe’s strategy to build a 
robust and engaged network of over 20 million small merchants by 2023. 

The NCLT is deciding whether a stock broking company should be considered as a Financial 

Service Provider under Section 3(16) of the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016 

Insurance- Regulator IRDAI has come out with guidelines on standard professional 

indemnity policy for insurance intermediaries, including brokers, corporate agents and web 

aggregators to be effective from July 1. Under these, Professionals and Professional entities 

may be sued by their clients.  

Tech –The debate over Indian Government’s Information Technology (Intermediary 

Guidelines and Digital Media Ethics Code) Rules, 2021 compliance, says that if Twitter feels 

the Rules are unconstitutional then the place to challenge them is in the Court.  

Anti-Trust- Google again comes under legal scrutiny as Ohio Attorney general files lawsuit to 

rule Google as a public utility and to impose onus on Google to provide the same rights for 

advertisements and product placement for competitors as it provides for its own services and 

in terms of protection of user data the company has pledged to work to with UK based 

regulators in order to remove browser cookies. 

A new House Bill requires Amazon and other big tech companies to bring a structural 

separation of Amazon and other big technology companies to break up their businesses. It 

would make it unlawful for a covered online platform to own a business that “utilizes the 
covered platform for the sale or provision of products or services” or that sells services as a 
condition for access to the platform. 

Data Privacy- In a significant move towards protection of personal data, Apple showcased 

App Tracking Transparency function and better security measures in the current version of 

IOS inclusive of providing information to the users with regard to export of user data through 

apps. It is dubbed Oblivious DNS-over-HTTPS, or ODoH, making it more difficult for internet 

providers to know which websites one visits. 

FinTech- The growth of startups in the sector has been immense even during tough 

economic period and it shall remain the same as various fintech startups like RazorPay, Zeta 

Payment services are now heading towards Southeast Asia expansion charts.

BFSI  

NATIONAL 

 

Adani Group stocks shed up to 20% 

after NSDL freezes 3 FPI accounts 

• Shares of Adani Group firms tanked as 

much as 20 per cent on early trade on 

Monday after National Securities 
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Depository (NSDL) froze the accounts 

of three foreign funds that have 

investments in the Adani Group 

companies. 

• The three overseas funds -- Albula 

Investment Fund, Cresta Fund and 

APMS Investment Fund -- together 

own over Rs 43,500 crore worth of 

shares in four Adani Group 

companies. These accounts were 

frozen around May 31, as per the 

depository’s website. 
• Freeze on the three accounts could be 

because of insufficient disclosure of 

information regarding beneficial 

ownership as per the Prevention of 

Money Laundering Act (PMLA) 

LINK: Link  

IRDAI issues guidelines on 

professional indemnity policy for 

insurance intermediaries 

• Regulator, Insurance Regulatory and 

Development Authority of India 

(IRDAI) has come out with guidelines 

on standard professional indemnity 

policy for insurance intermediaries, 

including brokers, corporate agents 

and web aggregators. 

• Guidelines issued by the IRDAI will 

come into effect from July 1. 

• Professionals and professional entities 

may be sued by their clients for errors 

or negligence. 

LINK: Link  

BharatPe acquires PAYBACK India 

• BharatPe, announced the acquisition 

of PAYBACK from the domestic Indian 

circuit and from American Express 

and ICICI Investments Strategic Fund, 

for an undisclosed amount. The 

acquisition of PAYBACK India is in line 

with BharatPe’s strategy to build a 
robust and engaged network of over 

20 million small merchants by 2023. 

• This acquisition will enable BharatPe 

to develop a lucrative set of end-

customer offerings that will aim to 

increase footfalls at merchants and 

accelerate their business growth. 

• Result of the acquisition, all PAYBACK 

India employees will become part of 

the BharatPe group. Suhail Sameer 

and Gautam Kaushik, Group 

Presidents, BharatPe along with 

Sumeet Singh, General Counsel, 

BharatPe, have joined the Board of 

PAYBACK India. 

LINK: Link 

The National Company Appellate 

Tribunal (NCLAT), New Delhi has 

recently agreed to examine a serious 

question of law i.e. whether a stock 

broking company should be 

considered as a Financial Service 

Provider under Section 3(16) of the 

Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016  

• The development came while the 

NCLAT stayed the Committee of 

Creditors formation of Corporate 

Debtor i.e. Simandhar Broking Ltd. if 

not constituted ye et, till the next date 

of hearing, in an appeal filed by its 

Suspended Director under sec. 61 of 

the IBC challenging the order of NCLT, 

Ahmadabad Bench. 

• Petition under Section 7 of the IBC 

was filed in NCLT, Ahmedabad by the 

client of the Stock Broker, against his 

trading of shares in the Futures & Opt. 

Counsel appearing on behalf of the 

Appellant had placed reliance on 

NCLT, Hyderabad Bench judgment 

passed in the matter Praveen Kumar 

Mundra v. CIL Securities Ltd wherein it 

was held that that the Stoking Broking 

Company is a financial service 

provider as it is regulated by SEBI 

Hence, it should not be considered as 

https://bfsi.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/industry/adani-group-stocks-shed-up-to-20-after-nsdl-freezes-3-fpi-accounts/83503048
https://bfsi.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/insurance/irdai-issues-guidelines-on-professional-indemnity-policy-for-insurance-intermediaries/83453302
https://bfsi.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/fintech/bharatpe-acquires-payback-india/83397217
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the Corporate Person as stated under 

the Section 3(7) of the IBC. 

• The bench granted two weeks of time 

to the respondent to file their reply in 

the matter. 

LINK: Link  

ANTI-TRUST 

NATIONAL 

Karnataka HC rejects Amazon, Flipkart 

against CCI investigation 

• The Karnataka High Court rejected a a 

petition by Amazon India and Walmart 

owned Flipkart that sought to quash an 

investigation by CCI into their business 

practices. The decision by justice PS 

Dinesh Kumar on Friday cleared the 

way for the antitrust regulator to restart 

its investigation into the ecommerce 

companies. 

• The court rejected Flipkarts plea for an 

extension of the interim stay on the 

probe for another two weeks. Flipkart 

and Amazon India will likely challenge 

the order. They have 30 days to 

appeal. 

LINK: Link  

 

TECHNOLOGY 

INTERNATIONAL 

Google should be treated as Utility, 

Ohio argues in new lawsuit 

• Ohio’s attorney general filed a lawsuit 
to rule that Google is a public utility. 

Ohio said that it is the first state in the 

country to bring a lawsuit seeking a 

court declaration that Google is a 

common carrier subject under state 

law to government regulation. This 

lawsuit doesn’t seek any monetary 
damages but it says that it is the duty 

of Google to provide the same rights 

for advertisements and product 

placement for competitors as it 

provides for its own services 

• The US Giant has a 91% share of 

search world-wide. Google’s decades-

old lead in search has helped it amass 

queries that allow it to improve its 

service and make it difficult for rivals’ 
offerings— Microsoft Corp.’s Bing or 

DuckDuckGo—to compete. To give an 

example, the search engine has 

appeared to surface videos from its 

online-video service, YouTube, over 

similar clips from Facebook Inc. The 

company also has faced allegations 

that it lifts content such as song lyrics 

and weather from other websites and 

features it as an answer to queries in 

so-called knowledge boxes rather than 

directing users to sites that are the 

source of that information 

• Google on the other hand said that the 

remedies sought in the Ohio lawsuit 

would worsen the company’s search 
results and impair businesses’ ability 
to connect directly with customers.  

LINK: Link  

Google pledges to work with UK 

regulators to remove browser cookies 

• Google would not be able to eliminate 

user-tracking technology that is 

important to advertisers from its 

Chrome browser without sign-off from 

Britain's competition regulator under a 

proposal released recently. 

• Google is working with the regulator 

on its initiative to reconcile privacy and 

competition concerns. 

• Companies in the $250 billion global 

online display advertising industry had 

expressed concern that the loss of 

cookies in the world's most popular 

browser would harm their ability to 

collect information for personalising 

ads and make them ever more reliant 

on Google's user databases. 

https://www.livelaw.in/news-updates/is-stock-broking-company-financial-service-provider-under-ibc-nclat-175480
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/tech/technology/amazon-india-flipkart-to-face-antitrust-probe-after-high-court-dismisses-plea/articleshow/83430564.cms
https://www.wsj.com/articles/google-should-be-treated-as-utility-ohio-argues-in-new-lawsuit-11623172734?page=1
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LINK: Link  

House Bills seek to break up Amazon 

and other big tech companies 

• House lawmakers proposed a raft of 

bipartisan legislation aimed at reining 

in the country’s biggest tech 
companies, including a bill that seeks 

to make Amazon.com Inc.  and other 

large corporations effectively split in 

two or shed their private-label 

products. 

• If the bills become law—a prospect 

that faces significant hurdles—they 

could substantially alter and reshape 

an industry that has extended its 

impact into nearly every facet of work 

and life. 

• One of the proposed measures, titled 

the Ending Platform Monopolies Act, 

seeks to require structural separation 

of Amazon and other big technology 

companies to break up their 

businesses.  

• It would make it unlawful for a covered 

online platform to own a business that 

“utilizes the covered platform for the 
sale or provision of products or 

services” or that sells services as a 

condition for access to the platform. 

The platform company also couldn’t 
own businesses that create conflicts of 

interest, such as by creating the 

“incentive and ability” for the platform 
to advantage its own products over 

competitors. 

LINK: Link  

Market power of Siri, Alexa, Google a 

concern according to EU regulators 

• EU antitrust regulators have raised 

concerns over certain exclusivity and 

tying practices related to voice 

assistants such as producers of smart 

devices being prevented from 

installing a second voice assistant on 

a device. 

• The voice assistant providers 

promoting their own services or those 

of third parties via default settings on 

devices, thus restricting rivals; thirdly 

the data that is available to providers 

of voice assistants and smart devices, 

while a fourth worry is about the lack 

of inter-operability between devices. 

• Amazon responded and said that there 

is intense competition in the smart 

home market and "There will not, and 

should not, be one winner. Today, 

Alexa is compatible with over 140,000 

smart home products, and we make it 

easy for device makers to integrate 

Alexa directly into their own products," 

a spokesperson said. It further stated 

that it has signed up 80 companies to 

its Voice Interoperability Initiative 

which gives customers the ability to 

access multiple voice services on a 

device.  

LINK: Link 

NATIONAL 

Twitter and the Centre must both 

comply with Indian law  

• The debate over social media has 

been vociferous, the discourse on the 

tussle between Twitter and India’s 
government over the Information 

Technology (Intermediary Guidelines 

and Digital Media Ethics Code) Rules, 

2021, has been defined by two parallel 

narratives.  

• One focuses on Indian sovereignty 

and the arrogance of a foreign 

company that ignores our laws.  

• The other sees a nefarious attempt to 

subdue dissent and chill free speech. 

Here are four points to help navigate 

the two. 

• Entities operating in India are required 

to comply with Indian law. If Twitter 

https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/tech/technology/google-pledges-to-work-with-uk-regulator-in-plan-to-remove-browser-cookies/articleshow/83454072.cms
https://www.wsj.com/market-data/quotes/AMZN?mod=chiclets
https://www.wsj.com/articles/amazon-other-tech-giants-could-be-forced-to-shed-assets-under-house-bill-11623423248?mod=hp_lead_pos1
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/tech/technology/market-power-of-siri-alexa-google-a-concern-eu-regulators-say/articleshow/83371982.cms
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thinks that the Intermediary Guidelines 

are unconstitutional, it must challenge 

them in a court of law and obtain a 

stay on their operation. There is no 

legal option to ignore a law that one 

does not like. 

• Twitter must comply with Indian law, 

while the law and Indian government 

must comply with India’s Constitution 
and act with caution.  

 

LINK: Link   

DATA PRIVACY 

INTERNATIONAL 

Apple tightens privacy, putting it at 

odds with social media giants 

• Apple doubled down on privacy 

announcing new versions of its 

iPhone, iPad, Mac and Apple Watch 

operating systems in a move expected 

to further disrupt the online advertising 

industry.  

• New privacy features in iOS 15 make it 

easier for the user to know which apps 

are collecting what data. The updated 

Mail and Safari apps read email and 

browse websites while thwarting 

trackers through such means as hiding 

the user's IP address. 

• The App Tracking Transparency 

function Apple announced last year 

has had a detrimental impact on social 

media companies and others that rely 

on an advertising model, as it hinders 

their ability to collect user data for 

customized ads. 

LINK: Link  

Cloudflare and Apple design a new 

privacy friendly internet protocol 

• Engineers at Cloudflare and Apple say 

they’ve developed a new internet 
protocol that will shore up one of the 

biggest holes in internet privacy that 

many don’t know even exists. Dubbed 
Oblivious DNS-over-HTTPS, or ODoH 

for short, the new protocol makes it far 

more difficult for internet providers to 

know which websites you visit. 

• Recent developments like DNS-over-

HTTPS (or DoH) have added 

encryption to DNS queries, making it 

harder for attackers to hijack DNS 

queries and point victims to malicious 

websites instead of the real website 

you wanted to visit. But that still 

doesn’t stop the DNS resolvers from 
seeing which website you’re trying to 
visit. 

• Few partner organizations are already 

running proxies, allowing for early 

adopters to begin using the technology 

through Cloudflare’s existing 1.1.1.1 
DNS resolver. But most will have to 

wait until ODoH is baked into browsers 

and operating systems before it can be 

used. That could take months or years, 

depending on how long it takes for 

ODoH to be certified as a standard by 

the Internet Engineering Task Force. 

LINK: Link  

 

FINTECH 

NATIONAL 

India’s fintech unicorns eye Southeast 

Asia expansion 

• India's most valuable fintech startups 

are entering Southeast Asia, bringing 

a fresh wave of competition for a slice 

of the region's young shoppers. 

Players like Pine Labs, Zeta Services 

and Razorpay will have to go up 

against established local giants such 

as Grab, Gojek and Sea, which have 

been investing aggressively in 

financial services to lock in their large 

customer bases.  

https://www.livemint.com/opinion/online-views/twitter-and-the-centre-must-both-comply-with-indian-law-11623341771121.html
http://url4336.noreturn.nikkei.info/ls/click?upn=Zg38KYKGFx2oOxNFPUW6Vh4RNl33JgW3NheG4JLnkiRoELC8v-2BerXSGVLHmyULsaQPOHGeMkfV17vlNiqI7vb1IbyZLNQkVtOp3JBDUk982IaEpfalnPVRcDmohQ9ab0mwhSjdcH-2FQNzB4Adzd3nVxQRbvnlXrpuf-2F-2FUdQHbA-2BbjL-2FMNF2q6WaVGuH8H3Ma0b9tozpEVmE18v-2FL3uudOJn3SUjtzeeZBpsJMqdKeS2SoP-2BetaBwd8wWDtK-2FYCggmI2S1kaY2YgAZTRuhyDtpKHd1D4G1q5H7NIQ8Fg-2FBLYC7TdAvP6HTSH1jhjzJOGs5JtAfhEs3hdhCAmSkcMP0MIKTuJzYMAtJkPbFugZnbzkoHoVjGq9H4yNcAR-2BCWCkyqM07EkypdHVsIKKvmN59X0yU2deq3ODRXs8K4bOl4DQ-3D82O5_1l18l2gTd8dZNhb4qMk8t1FEqo6m6H12pCGkmPtk0WN-2F4dGGT96X0N1zp615K9Dbjr8S-2BHIma9L8pFoSPqWIaE9P1Ue1cQr6Kh-2B-2FCWHdjpOo9VygVKeer80nlRBCmd1SC7KawEUV0UqnWtojs5fxHHr-2B2ItpKXCe9taX8KT-2Bz0PAV09NOmT-2BFA4f-2BoQ3ljXfGqp-2Ffm-2FhVM-2Bal-2BSFbRqsHdcEIlsgCzO7lYW3BveBslCq5UiOw3wzL3xFj2dwebgcCejBxiG07UqTIQfEjpWABUnUepc8ktOnk3CzM-2F8cag6n-2BpYMW-2Be9YcMhUT1lXTmKV4DPBHpfFrCBb16tamCVpJA4KdFgY32HrWsG6OO-2FfCwqx4Yg3Q0U2ERs-2Bvp5WUiV7hGpMupVujQZrNRK6O12v7Ub-2FOf1reqGKDLjdJhbwzgPtk5LCVg6ekJLPZq3MAhh1lcyapaqOiKEyDUqoKyOAiH51v1MuBna6NJOkR7m-2BHuXNSnoYJDaIIgI7iNcYkbI
https://link.techcrunch.com/click/24132671.129444/aHR0cHM6Ly90ZWNoY3J1bmNoLmNvbS8yMDIwLzEyLzA4L2Nsb3VkZmxhcmUtYW5kLWFwcGxlLWRlc2lnbi1hLW5ldy1wcml2YWN5LWZyaWVuZGx5LWludGVybmV0LXByb3RvY29sLz91dG1fbWVkaXVtPVRDbmV3c2xldHRlciZ0cGNjPVRDcmV2aWV3bmV3c2xldHRlcg/5f493dd1c20fa911c40beffcB381c5b4d
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• Pine Labs, a provider of point-of-sale 

terminals to retailers, said it was 

valued at $3 billion in a funding round 

last month. The company recently 

began offering a "buy now, pay later" 

service to retailers in Malaysia, letting 

customers pay in installments with 

zero interest rates using their credit 

card. Pine Labs takes a cut from the 

payments, as well as a fee from the 

bank that issues the card for using its 

software to process the transaction.  

• In April, Pine Labs acquired Fave, a 

Malaysian startup that offers 

promotions for online purchases. That 

gave Pine Labs a sales force of 350 

people to expand its network of stores 

that accept its point-of-sale terminals, 

Rau said. The company plans to roll 

out buy now, pay later services in 

Thailand, Singapore, Indonesia and 

the Philippines via partnerships with 

local banks.  

LINK: link  

 

 

The weekly roundup is only for information purposes. Nothing contained herein is, purports to be, or is intended 

as legal advice and you should seek legal advice before you act on any information or view expressed herein.  

Endeavoured to accurately reflect the subject matter of this alert, without any representation or warranty, express 

or implied, in any manner whatsoever in connection with the contents of this. This isn’t an attempt to solicit 
business in any manner. 

Source Credits: Economic Times, Mint, Bloomberg, TechCrunch, The Wall Street Journal, NDTV Gadget 360, 

CPO Magazine, Nikkei Asia Review, LiveLaw.

 

 

 

 

 

http://url4336.noreturn.nikkei.info/ls/click?upn=Zg38KYKGFx2oOxNFPUW6Vh4RNl33JgW3NheG4JLnkiTxjfqVwLhFVtSnGj3pzXjIxuLgmCWsY0A8WZBMlnXvYlJ39BdZJBRPnUuWJqiGt-2BywkBChRIeBMHAPKbAHVoO1dRJ7xrZs-2FJe1fPxax5T2Fia8pyGV4fSPEMav2C77AP0S6BTD2YF3Nnex6Uj3vSA7AWD7cerwuf-2BDoeWXkx02PI2SkPFM-2FoGZhjLMLLhPak-2FgHYu79K03Iybx3jtc6kCtNgfc93CCjfXcSUaLaiGHotWyiqzbc0bynDbaARcHRfsBYZdnjx7Pb1jPFbvNQ2CaGG98SH0i-2BDiH90c5gwhFybopIFQOh8xrbmCo18epZezMKKATh2rGv78XBuFNOr3-2FPQMQ_1l18l2gTd8dZNhb4qMk8t1FEqo6m6H12pCGkmPtk0WN-2F4dGGT96X0N1zp615K9Dbjr8S-2BHIma9L8pFoSPqWIaE9P1Ue1cQr6Kh-2B-2FCWHdjpOo9VygVKeer80nlRBCmd1SZzI76wUIVEljJSPklWcQl-2FD5lMc7j3hChUi6tIMyo-2FIZT5Fa3k-2B-2Fobzu8HxA2kdfXsBEnHQACcJy7ZwDry4Z9M6KJJRtzdibWCaC2iqm5ZO1R3cJkE1XbvFB7x0Wo71k65GWkfimKhsQOPGiTE1j12RSZvaMcfyGgi6QeujPvg56g0IDeYXYScD-2B-2BW3r0FpIn6UpJVQ0mPI6QE-2BR8-2FAZfC8vsTBb2HWWLwlK09VvSBtwNVGhkFhV7uIb88KqK9V8VI2ht-2Fwcj-2BTgRP-2B7Hpaqj9D0kdFr96cEqefcConkVgXqLv2jeoWRMqqGyVza63sTXgfqLa7G9YrfsNdIzrQuxIKMZzuv2JLSXdp8STkCqlyTHfNxiywWqfaiG2MffTQ-2FghFwu4SDJmGazw-2BkT50Tow-3D-3D

